
 

All data and technical features are purely indicative  and subjected to changes without  prior notice 
 

MODEL  100 – WITHOUT BOILER 
 

 
Sucking and steaming table for knitwear ironing/finishing Without boiler but with steam inlet connections 

for external boiler 

 

1. Machine characteristics 

 

1.1. Planes number: 1 sucking and steaming 

1.2. Plane dimensions: 1.800 (70,87”) x 920 mm (36,22”) 

 

2. Heating and temperature control 

 

2.1. The steaming plane is equipped with a self-heated steam chamber, electrically heated, which 

guarantees dry steam. 

2.2. The plane is heated by mean electric resistors controlled by an electronic thermostat    

 

3. Other devices into machine 

 

3.1. Electric pedals that command the manual steaming /sucking 

3.2. Built-in powerful suction fan 

3.3. Timer for automatic steaming / sucking (option) 

 

4. Technical data  

 

4.1. Installed power: 4 kw 

4.2. Average electric consumption: 2.5 kw 

4.3. Compressed air pressure: 6-8 bar 

4.4. Maximum and optimal steam feeding pressure: 3.5 bar 

4.5. Overall dimensions: width 1.820 mm (71,65”). length 950 mm (37,40”). height 1.050 mm (41,33“). 

4.6. Net weight: 355 kg 

4.7. Machine produced according to CE rules  

4.8. Customs tariff: 84 51 30 30 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   



 

All data and technical features are purely indicative  and subjected to changes without  prior notice 
 

MODEL  100 – WITH ELECTRIC BOILER 
 

 
Sucking and steaming table for knitwear ironing/finishing with electrical boiler  

 

1. Machine characteristics 

 

1.1. Planes number: 1 sucking and steaming 

1.2. Plane dimensions: 1.800 (70,87”) x 920 mm (36,22”) 

 

2. Heating and temperature control 

 

2.1. The steaming plane is equipped with a self-heated steam chamber, electrically heated, which 

guarantees dry steam. 

2.2. The plane is heated by mean electric resistors controlled by an electronic thermostat    

 

3. Other devices into machine 

 

3.1. Electric pedals that command the manual steaming /sucking 

3.2. Built-in powerful suction fan 

3.3. Timer for automatic steaming / sucking (option) 

 

4. Technical data  

 

4.1. Installed power: 16,5 kw 

4.2. Average electric consumption: 10,5 kw 

4.3. Compressed air pressure: 6-8 bar 

4.4. Maximum and optimal steam feeding pressure: 3.5 bar 

4.5. Overall dimensions: width 1.820 mm (71,65”). length 950 mm (37,40”). height 1.050 mm (41,33“). 

4.6. Net weight: 400 kg 

4.7. Machine produced according to CE rules  

4.8. Customs tariff: 84 51 30 30 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   


